Facilities
Purpose Built for Year Round
Work on your Largest Projects
Ar-Tech constructed its facilities with two things
in mind;
1) create optimal
coating & painting
environments,
2) large scale for handling the big jobs that
are customary in our market.
Dry conditions are crucial for blasting. Post
blast the clock starts to tick on the next step in
the process. There is a short window, less than
a working day, until rust blooming begins.
Air temperature, steel temperature, humidity
and dew point are readings that are all
monitored and recorded as part of our quality
system.
Ar-Tech’s buildings rely on infloor radiant
heating, make up air units and sophisticated
ventilation to optimize conditions.

Why Choose Ar-Tech Coating Ltd?
Ar-Tech has been in business for over 25 years and
has developed a reputation for high quality work.
Ar-Tech stands behind its service.
Our Mission: Ar-Tech Coating will deliver to our
customers reliable, cost effective and high quality
work.
Objectives: Our objectives are to continue to
provide customers with industry leading levels of
service, quality and value.
Commitment: We are committed to understanding
our customers' needs and to exceed their
expectations with the timely provision of quality
workmanship and services. With consistent and
capable leadership, we seek to ensure long term,
supportive relationships between our customers,
vendors and employees. By encouraging cooperation and creativity, we are committed to
building a business based on employee
involvement, training and development within a
safe and healthy work environment.

6415 Wildrose Drive
Taber, Alberta
T1G 1Z4
Tel. 888-223-4016
www.artechcoating.com

Tank and Vessel Coating
Assisting in the Safe and Productive
Operation of your Assets
Ar-Tech has amassed considerable application
experience with a wide variety of materials
including epoxies, urethanes, glass and metal filled
coatings. Need support with a project? Ar-Tech
can provide insight to solutions based on our 25
years of project history and access to leading
experts. Trust Ar-Tech professionals. Customers
can be confident in the training and expertise of
our coating teams. Trained to work safely with
quality in mind the end result will be a product
finished to the highest of standards.

Pipe, Spool and Riser Coating
Assuring the Integrity of your
Fluid Systems
Ar-Tech has purpose built facilities and equipment
for the coating and curing of pipe, spools and risers
for Oil & Gas, Water and Chemical installations.
Preparation for internal coating includes the
evaluation of welded joints for proper finish. We
achieve a consistent holiday free coating throughout
the internals including bends and flange junctions.

Our climate controlled pipe coating shop is
complemented by an additional curing box capable
of higher temperatures to reduce cure time.
Low VOC, high solid and fast curing coatings
require specialized equipment. Ar-Tech makes
the necessary investments to stay at the
industry forefront for the benefit of its
Customers.
All of our Tanks and Vessels are inspected by inhouse NACE certified personnel to assure
coating thickness and that it is contaminant and
holiday free. Ar-Tech offers a 2 year warranty
on all Tank, Vessel and Pipe coating. It’s a
warranty we stand behind and to which our 25
years of service can attest.

Diameters from 2” and up can be coated. Multiflanged spools with bends or large risers can be
coated and it’s the Customers option to have
them painted by Ar-Tech in-house or have them
supplied primed and ready for field paint. Pipe
comes with Ar-Tech’s 2 year warranty.

Field Work
“Bringing” it to our Customers
Ar-Tech is ready to bring it…., any time of the year,
whether it is on-site construction, a turnaround or
unexpected maintenance. Our field experience is
instantly recognized when our professionals show up
on site, ready to work, with no delays. Also, they will
be familiar with and certified to your site safety
standards and have all of the equipment necessary to
complete the job.

Industrial Painting
Protection of Assets and Image
Some assets are designed to work. Some assets are
designed to look good. At Ar-Tech we believe you
can have it both ways.
From drilling rigs to utility trucks, pipe to tanks….we
have the paint system to ensure durability and
appearance.
Ar-Tech uses high performance
polyurethane, epoxy or enamel paint coatings.

